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Cover Story
A daring group
of top international
urban artists recently
headed to the dangerous hot zone in the
Golan
Heights
between Syria and
Israel. Their mission
was to bring messages of hope to the
Syrian people suffering through a brutal
civil war and to offer
comfort to Israelis
who have been affected by proximity to the
clashes between rebel
Syrian forces and
Assad's
army.
"Graffiti has always
been the art of the
people," says Craig
Dershowitz, founder
of Artists 4 Israel
(A4I), which assembled this artistic task
force to bear witness
to the destruction
along the Syrian border and to do what
they could to add
color and vibrancy to
combat bleakness.
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Arab Gulf States
Turn to Israel
It is often assumed that Israel
is alone in its refusal to accept at
face value Iranian president Hassan
Rouhani’s all out PR offensive. It is
Benjamin Netanyahu who tells the
world that the “P5 plus 1” has
negotiated the “deal of the century”
for Iran. It is Israel that scolds the
United States for “folding” on Iran.
But the fact is that many of
Israel’s neighbours also fear that
the “P5 plus 1” has fallen for a
“pretty face”. Sunni Gulf States Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, the United
Arab Emirates, Qatar share
Israel’s concern that the United
States and others will be making a
“grave mistake” if they are gullible
enough to believe that Iran now
subscribes to the same moral code
as do decent men and civilized
nations.
These countries have
“joined” Israel in asking how civilized nations can sit, basically
with ar ms folded, while Iran’s
nuclear ambitions go unchecked,
threatening regional and world
stability and leading inevitably to
a Shiite hegemony in the Middle
East.
Along with the region’s
minorities - Kurds, Christians,
Druse, Sufis and
Baluchis Sunni nations see Israel as the
only country prepared to make
Iran pay for its folly. It is Israel,
Sunni states have come to the
realization, that has the military
power to prevent the Middle East
from becoming helots of the
Ayatollahs and their “bloodthirsty,
baby-eating Shiite monsters”.
The shared interests of Israel
and the Sunni Arab gulf states do
not mean that formal diplomatic
relations
are
imminent.
The
Palestinian issue will likely have to
be resolved before the gulf states
can be seen sitting at the same table
with the Israelis. But consultations
on security and intelligence issues
continue, even if the alliance
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remains undeclared and talks take
place away from public view. Indeed
sources suggest that Saudi Arabia
has even agreed to open its air space
to the IAF
Some in Israel worry that
Saudi Arabia and its Gulf State allies
would not hesitate to turn on Israel
should circumstances in Iran change.
They argue that the Israeli-Gulf
States link could be a fleeting one if
the nuclear threat from Iran fades.
We share the belief, however,
that consultation between Israel and
the Sunni axis will continue to grow
and that both sides recognize the
benefits of long-term strategic and
even economic cooperation. While
the United States fiddles on Iran,
while Obama’s “red lines” in Syria
are shown to be mere rhetoric, Israel
has proven to the Gulf States that it
is no paper tiger. Sunni nations see
Israel’s destruction of Syria’s
nuclear program in 2007, its war
against Hezbollah in 2006 and
against Hamas in 2009 and 2012,
and its assaults on Iranian-SyrianHezbollah weapons stockpiling as
evidence of a willingness to act while
the current occupant of the White
House holds up the white flag.
“There is a lot of cynicism”, says
Mishaal al Gergawi, a United Arab
Emirates analyst, “and it feeds into
the notion that Obama is naive...he
was naive with the Muslim
Brotherhood, naive with Bashar alAssad and he is now naive with
Iran”. The Saudis may not, as the
Iranian government official English
language press told readers sarcastically, be advocating a merger of the
two countries into Saudi Israelia
with the state religion of ZioWahabbism. But it just might not be
that far fetched to suggest that the
sounds of Hatikva will, in the not
too distant future, be heard in
Riyadh’s halls of power.
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Margot Friedlander
was 21 when the Gestapo
arrested her family. Margot,
however, had gone out. She
returned as the Nazis were
preparing to leave. She covered her Jewish star and
walked past the house as if
she were heading home to
her German family. For the
next 13 months, with dyed
hair and her crucifix on display, Margot Friedlander,
with the help 16 righteous
Germans,
managed to
evade the Gestapo. In April
of 1944, she emerged from a
bomb shelter and was captured by the Germans. She

!

admitted she was Jewish
and
was
sent
to
Theresienstadt.
Margot Friedlander
survived
Theresienstadt
and even met her future
husband there. After the
war they immigrated to New
York. They both vowed
never
to
return
to
Germany.
But in the late
1990s Margot had a change
of heart.
Her husband
passed away in 1997 and
she began writing a memoir.
It was entitled “Try to Make
a Life”, her mother’s parting
message to her. German
documentary
producer
Thomas Halaczinsky, who
lives in New York, heard

$
Friedlander read from her
memoirs and asked her if he
could do a documentary on
her life. But doing the documentary required a return
to Berlin.
In 2003, at the age
of 82, Margot Friedlander
agreed to go back to Berlin.
The work on the documentary, called “Don’t Call It
Nostalgia”, made her feel “I
was home again”. And, so,
despite the fact that her
friends in New York urged
her to reconsider, three
years ago, at age 89,
Friedlander moved back to
Berlin.
Now, she shares her
story
with
German
teenagers. “I want them to

know how I felt, what I was
thinking, what happened in
the house when the Gestapo
came for my brother”, she
says.
“The feeling of a
human being who has experienced this - that is what I
want to impress on them”.
And she adds that the sixteen Germans who hid her
“did not know me. I was
cared for by good people,
even though they did not
know me”.
Friedlander’s loyalty
to Germany does have one
limitation. When she passes away, she wants to be
returned to the United
States to be buried with her
late husband.
!" !
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If you click on the
Israeli
army’s
new
Hizbullah website, you will
see a red and black logo
that reads, “Hizbullah,
Army of Terror.” The site is
a combination of graphics,
text and videos, all focusing
on the Lebanese-based,
Iran-proxy terrorist organization and its leader,
Sheikh Hassan Na’srallah.
One link refers back
to what Israelis call the
Second Lebanon War of
2006, and in fact, the site
was launched on the seventh anniversary of that 34-
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day war between Hizbullah
and Israel that was triggered by a cross-border raid
by Hizbullah fighters that
left eight Israeli soldiers
dead and two captured. It
ended with a United Nations
brokered cease-fire.
The website warns
that Hizbullah today is
stronger than ever.
“Seven years later,
Hizbullah has developed
capabilities to strike anywhere in Israel,” it says. A
neon-green graphic that follows the text shows the different weapons Hizbullah

now has in its arsenal and
how far each one is able to
reach. The missile with the
longest range, the Scud-D,
can travel more than 430
miles, potentially penetrating deep into Egypt and
Saudi Arabia as well as
Israel, as well as targeting
American military assets in
the region.
“Since
the
war,
Hizbullah has tripled the
size of its missile arsenal,”
the website says. “In 2009,
an IDF intelligence report
revealed that Hizbullah had
built close to 1,000 military

facilities throughout southern Lebanon. The installations included more than
550 weapons bunkers and
300 underground facilities.
Since the report’s release,
Hizbullah has continued to
build facilities in the region,
enhancing its ability to
strike at nearby Israeli
towns and cities.”
The website says
that Israel is in more danger
than ever before.
“Hizbullah’s weapons
are capable of causing far
more substantial damage
!" !
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We Extend Best Wishes to Our Jewish
Friends and Customers for a Joyous
Chanukah Celebration and a
Happy and Healthy New Year

VISIT TO
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The above article appeared first on Rabbi
Rosove’s personal blog and in his blog at the Los
Angeles Jewish Journal. Rabbi Rosove has been Senior
Rabbi at Temple Israel in Hollywood, California since
1988. The article is reprinted here by permission of the
author. - The Editor
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A highlight of my
synagogue’s mission to
Israel and the west bank
earlier this month was our
visit to Rawabi, a model
Palestinian city emerging
out of the “hills” (Rawabi
means “hills” in Arabic)
between Ramallah, Nablus
and Tel Aviv.
This city will eventually house 40,000 middle
class young Palestinians
and families in 6000 condominiums on 1560 acres.
There will be banks, shops,
offices, eight public and private schools, playgrounds,
parks, hiking trails, an arts
center, two mosques, a
Greek Orthodox Church, a
hospital, movie
theaters,
and
a
20,000
seat
amphitheater for sporting

events and concerts.
The construction is
using 10,000 workers, and
the builders hope that eventually 3000 to 5000 new
jobs will be created in the
city.
The man behind this
project is Bashir al-Masri, a
52 year old charismatic
Nablus born and American
educated businessman who
raised more than $500 million from the oil-rich nation
of Qatar and contributed
$300 million from his private conglomerate, Massar
International.
Each unit will cost
between
$60,000
and
$200,000. Mr. al-Masri is
promoting what he calls
“Islamic financing” in which
!" !
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(Dr. Rafael Medoff is director of The David S. Wyman
Institute for Holocaust Studies, in Washington, D.C. His latest book is FDR and the Holocaust: A Breach of Faith.) - The
Editor
Senior editors at same as Nazi Germany, but
Bloomberg News are report- that does not mean the
edly holding back a planned lessons of the 1930s are
article that would embar- irrelevant. Unfortunately,
rass the Chinese govern- Bloomberg News seems to
ment, for fear their corre- be learning the wrong
spondents will be kicked lessons from the experience
out of China. The editor in of the Hitler years.
chief says the dilemma is
According to a front
similar to what reporters page expose in the New York
faced in Nazi Germany.
Times recently, Bloomberg
Of course China editor -in-chief Matthew
today is not exactly the
!" !
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An Israeli team of
125 doctors, nurses, and
logistics officers arrived on
the Philippine island of
Cebu and started treating
victims of Typhoon Haiyan
shortly after the disaster
struck.
Beyond seeing
some 300 patients each day
and helping to bring more
than a dozen babies into the
world, the medical professionals
are
operating
together with local doctors
in an attempt to share
Israel’s specialized medical
knowledge.
For example, at 4
a.m. on a Saturday night, a
man showed up at the field
hospital with a stab wound
in his chest. The circumstances behind the injury

are not clear.
“He needed a chest
drain which is a simple
treatment but they simply
don’t do it in the local hospitals here,” Lieut. Col. Ofer
Merin, the medical manager
of the IDF hospital told The
Media Line in a conference
call from the Philippines.
“I’m not sure what would
have happened to him if we
weren’t here, but now
there’s no question that he’s
going to make it. Sometimes
it’s a question of being in
the right place at the right
time.”
Merin is the deputy
director of Shaare Zedek
medical center in Jerusalem
and a cardiac surgeon. He
!" !
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WHISTLER- I have
travelled
to
Vancouver
countless times over the
years, often resisting opportunities to take a sidetrip to
Whistler(www.tourism
whistler.com). Last summer
this “mistake” was finally
corrected.
Less than a two
hour drive from Vancouver,
Whistler is an amazing spot

to visit year-round. Start off
at the Village, take a stroll,
indulge yourself at one of
many places to eat and
browse the unique shops.
The Village is located at the
base of the lifts, making
access to Whistler
and
Blackcomb Mountains convenient for skiing, snowboarding and sightseeing.
!" !
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tial damage than its 2006
arsenal,” the website continues. “With its current
abilities, Hizbullah is capable of bombarding Israel
with continuous, precise
attacks over an extended
period of time.”
The website is the
product of Israel’s new
interactive media branch, a
spin-off from the IDF
Spokesman’s
Unit.
Lieutenant Colonel Avital
Leibovich, the head of the
new branch, says some 30
soldiers work there, and put
out content in English,
Hebrew, Arabic, French,
Spanish and Russian. Two
of the soldiers, she says, are
native
Egyptians
who
moved to Israel about seven
years ago.
“This is the first time
a military invests in such a
platform using confidential
information.” Leibovich told
The Media Line. “When
information will be interesting and high quality it will
create
a
buzz
about
Hizbullah, and raise awareness about this organization
that is sitting on our border
with 60,000 rockets [pointed in Israel’s direction].”
Leibovich said some
of the information came
from classified sources, in!" !
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We Join in Wishing the Jewish Community of
OTTAWA
a joyous Chanukah celebration
and a happy and healthy 2014
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cluding combat intelligence
troops
based
on
the
Lebanese border.
On the other side of
the
border,
however,
Lebanese journalists were
not impressed with the website.
“This is the kind of
information that any person
can get on the web,” Farid
Chedid, the editor of
Lebanon Wire told The
Media Line. “There is nothing new – it’s just a compilation of anti-Hizbullah propaganda.”
In Lebanon, Chedid
says, Hizbullah is seen as
an Iranian proxy, but it also
runs a network of schools
and
clinics,
providing
salaries to thousands of
Lebanese and social services to many more.
The website was put
together by Pvt. Gabriel
Freund, 25, an immigrant
to Israel from Australia with
a background in computer
graphics.
“We tried to tell the
story of the terrorist organization Hizbullah to the
world in a way that is easy
to share,” Freund told The
Media Line. “We tried to
make it as interactive as

possible. You can see it is
user friendly and you can
easily access different parts
of the site.”
The website also
includes animations and
videos
showing
how
Hizbullah uses civilian
homes from which to
launch weapons. It was
launched as Israel has
undertaken a campaign
to convince more of the
international community
to define Hizbullah as a
terrorist
organization.
Seven states, including
the US and Israel, already
define
Hizbullah
that
way.
Leibovich says the
interactive media branch
has gained a large following
with 340,000 followers on
Facebook and more than 35
million page views on
YouTube.
“This
initiative
shows the military has to
adapt to a new media war
zone which is interactive
media,” Leibovich said.
A similar website on
Hamas is currently being
planned. The Hizbullah
website can be found at
http://www.idfblog.com/
hezbollah/

We Join in Extending Chanukah Greetings
to Our Jewish Friends and Customers
throughout
OTTAWA
May 2014 be a happy and healthy year for
family and friends.

We Join in Wishing Our Jewish Friends
throughout Ottawa
A joyous Chanukah celebration
and a happy and healthy 2014
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“service
charges”
will
replace interest payments,
forbidden by Islamic law.
We met for more
than an hour with Bashir
thanks to Felice Friedson,
co-founder and Executive
Producer for “The Media
Line “ (TML) and her husband, Michael Friedson, cofounder and Executive
Editor and Director of
Media Services for TML.
TML is a well-respected
non-profit news organization in the Middle East that
feeds stories daily to Al
Jazeera, CNN, the BBC,
Israeli, and American news
services.
To a person, our
group was impressed not
just by the scope of this project (a modern wonder of the
world!?), but by Bashir’s
staff, organization, expertise, intelligence, optimism,
and drive.
Though Mr. al-Masri
has met many hurdles
along the way since first
conceiving this project in
2007 (construction began in
2011), nothing seems to
diminish his vision and
optimism.
Obstacles
include a promised $150
million contribution by the
Palestinian Authority to
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We Join in Wishing
the Jewish Community
of
OTTAWA
a joyous Chanukah
celebration.
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build schools and a police
station that never materialized, allegedly because the
government is broke despite
the nearly $4 billion the PA
receives from foreign governments and international
NGOs each year, and two
significant political obstacles presented by the state
of Israel.
Though Rawabi is in
Area A, controlled by the PA
per the Oslo Accords, the
west bank is under Israeli
military authority. Bashir
has had co-operation from
Israeli authorities, but
Israel approves construction of roads that pass
through Area C, which is
Israeli controlled. There is
an access road for construction equipment; however a
road wide enough to accommodate the 40,000 future
Rawabi residents has not as
yet been approved.
The second obstacle
is water. Trucks are bringing water in for construction
purposes, but there are no
arrangements with Israel as
yet to provide water to the
city.
Bashir believes that
PM Netanyahu is using
access roads and water as
negotiating chips with the
Palestinian Authority in the
peace negotiations, thus the
delay of arrangements, he
told us with bitterness and
frustration.
Criticism of the project has come from two
quarters. West bank Jewish
settlers
complain
that
Palestinians are building
new homes by the thousands while the expansion
of their settlements (nay –
illegal “outposts”) is constrained. Orint Flint, a settler of Ateret (an illegal “outpost” built in defiance of
Israeli government policy
but with Israel compliance)
said: “It feels like unfair
treatment of Jewish residents.”
(The Guardian,
August 8, 2013)
There
are
also
Palestinian critics who are
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part of the BDS campaign
(Boycott, Divestment and
Sanctions against Israel)
who charge that Bashir alMasri
and
other
Palestinian business people are helping to “whitewash [Israel’s] ongoing
occupation, colonization
and apartheid against the
Palestinian people” by
cooperating with Israeli
industry and consulting
with Israeli architects and
engineers.
Al-Masri told us that
support is coming to him
from every quarter, including internationally famous
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Israeli architect Moshe
Safdie who volunteered to
help in any way he could
because he was moved and
impressed by the scope and
vision of the project and its
importance to the future
state of Palestine.
I see no down side
for the Palestinians and
Israel because Rawabi will
be a stabilizing element for
a state of Palestine. Bashir
said that though he is
happy to contribute to
Palestinian nation building,
he is not motivated here by
altruism. He is a business
man and out to make a
profit.
With so much capital pouring into the west
bank from Qatar and elsewhere, the Palestinians will
have too much to lose to
break cavalierly an agreement with Israel. The PA
has shown, in this regard,
its ability to coordinate
security with Israel, and
this is what Bashir is
counting on in a two-state
agreement.
I pray Rawabi succeeds as its success will be
not only a success for
Palestine, but for Israel as
well!
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Winkler is blocking publication of an investigative
report that would reveal
"the hidden financial ties
between one of the wealthiest men in China and the
families of top Chinese leaders."
In a recent conference call with Bloomberg
reporters in Hong Kong,
Winkler reportedly said, "If
we run the story, we'll be
kicked out of China."
Winkler said he had read a
lot about foreign journalists
working under the Third
Reich and wanted to formulate a strategy for staying in
China as long as possible.
Winkler's fears of
Chinese government retaliation are not far-fetched. In
response to unflattering
articles about China published by Bloomberg and
the New York Times in
recent years, the Chinese
regime has refused residency visas for new journalists
from both organizations and
has sometimes blocked
Chinese citizens' access to
their web sites. This sort of
behavior is par for the
course among dictatorships.
Editors understandably want access. But the
desire for access can corrupt. Going easy on dictators may ensure access to
the country in question, but
it also sometimes results in
reporters writing puff pieces
that bolster the regime.
A classic example is
the case of Adolf Hitler's
vacation home.
In November 1938,
the British magazine Homes
& Gardens published a
fawning feature story about
Hitler's house in the
Bavarian Alps. "This bright,
airy chalet…commands the
fairest view of all Europe," it
declared. "This is the only
home in which Hitler can
laugh and take his ease--or
even 'conduct tours' by
means of the tripod telescope which he himself

operates on the terrace for
his visitors." One wonders if
Hitler could see Poland or
Czechoslovakia from there.
The article continued: "The guest bedrooms
are hung [with] the Fuhrer's
own water-colour sketches…The Fuhrer has a passion about cut flowers in his
home…The curtains are of
printed linen or fine damask
in the softer shades…" It
also described how on some
days, "the Squire himself
[Hitler] will stroll through
the woods into hamlets"
nearby, where he "gives a
'Fun Fair' to the local children."
The New York Times
was not much better. Six
weeks before the Homes &
Gardens article, a Times
correspondent in Berlin
filed his own gushing
description
of
Hitler's
mountain retreat. The home
"is simple in its appointments and commands a
magnificent
highland
panorama," he wrote. "Herr
Hitler in principle detests
the big cities, where 'the
houses are thick and the
sewers annoy the air.' He
craves moderate altitudes
and highland breezes."
In short, access did
not necessarily result in
quality reporting.
Such
disturbing
examples of journalistic
irresponsibility had serious

consequences.
Articles
depicting Hitler as a fashionable interior decorator or
affable country gentleman
helped dull American and
British public awareness of
the Nazi menace.
How can editors
today tell the truth about

totalitarian regimes without
fear of reprisals? Maybe by
doing what they didn't do in
the 1930s: sticking up for
each other.
If the major news
media outlets would band
together and collectively
!" !
#

We Take Pleasure in Extending Chanukah Holiday
Greetings to the Jewish Community of
OTTAWA
May your celebration be a joyous one and the year ahead
healthy and prosperous.

We Extend Best Wishes to the Jewish Community of
Ottawa for a Happy Chanukah and a
Healthy and Prosperous 2014
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inform Beijing that they will
all withdraw from China if
they are censored or punished, the Chinese would
have to sit up and take
notice. China, after all, is
desperate to be treated by
the rest of the world as a
normal, reasonable coun-
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try with which one can do
business.
International
trade is China's lifeblood. A
strong stand by the news
media of the Free World
would threaten that.
Coincidentally, the
New York Times' expose of
Bloomberg appeared on the

ior of Bloomberg News in
the current crisis is sending China's government
that same dangerous message. The failure of the
other news media to take
a principled stand will
only compound the problem.

75th
anniversary
of
Kristallnacht. That nationwide
pogrom
against
Germany's Jews was facilitated by Hitler's perception
that the international community - including the
Western media - was afraid
to confront him. The behav-
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We Take Pleasure in Extending Our
Annual Chanukah Greetings
to the Jewish Community of
OTTAWA
May your celebration be a joyous one and the
coming year a healthy and happy one.

We Join in Extending Best Wishes to the
Jewish Community of Ottawa
On the Occasion of
CHANUKAH
May your Festival of Lights celebration be a
joyous one for family and friends.

said the hospital is set up to
do surgery and that, as
much as possible, doctors
will do surgery together with
a Filipino colleague, in
hopes of leaving knowledge
behind once they leave.
So far, the team has
helped 14 women give birth,
including the first baby
believed to be born since the
disaster, named Israel.
“We
are
seeing
women with due dates a
month or six weeks away,”
Lieut. Libby Weiss, of the
IDF Spokesman’s Unit, who
is also in the Philippines
told The Media Line. “We
came with five obstetricians, incubators and other
equipment. We will leave as
much of the equipment here
as we can.”
Merin, the medical
manager, said the team has
22 physicians and 15 nurses as well as dozens of logistical support personnel. The
Israelis participating in the
mission are either doing
their mandatory army ser -

vice or are in the reserves,
as he is. One logistics officer
left for the Philippines just
two days after his wedding.
Merin said they set
up camp in a small local
hospital that had been damaged but not completely
destroyed. He said the two
or three doctors on each
shift who are responsible for
providing medical care for
250,000 people at the
Israeli field hospital are
reporting seeing three types
of injuries.
“Some of them are
directly from the typhoon
and many of them are relatively minor injuries but if
they are not treated they
could become infected and
the patients could die,”
Merin explained. “We are
also seeing chronic illness
that had been under control
but are now getting worse
because of the lack of water
and medicine. In some
cases we are also seeing
people who have serious illnesses like advanced can-
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cer and had not received
medical treatment.”
Israel has considerable experience with such
disasters and maintains a
special army unit that is
prepared to deploy with
minimal notice as they did
to great acclaim in Haiti in

2010 and in Japan in 2011.
“We bring everything
we need with us including
food, medical supplies, generators and even gas for our
cars,” Merin said. “In Haiti,
nobody could move around
because there was no gaso!" !
#
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A SIXTY-MEMBER SIMON WIESENTHAL
Center delegation that included Holocaust survivors, Christians and a prominent Muslim met
recently with Pope Francis at a private audience in
the Vatican. In his speech, Rabbi Marvin Hier,
Dean and Founder of the Jewish Human Rights
NGO, raised the continuing threats from terrorists
and rogue nations, like Iran. “There is no greater
virtue in Judaism than peace or Shalom. But peace
is attainable,…only if one is willing to make
changes.” There are some nations who can’t compromise. That’s what Chamberlain forgot in 1938
when he returned from Munich with his ‘Peace in
our time’. Only Churchill understood who Hitler
really was. If not for him, today’s audience with
Your Holiness and a delegation from the Simon
Wiesenthal Center could never have taken place”.
Turning to the resurgence of anti-Semitism, Rabbi
Hier declared, “Seventy-five years after the infamous Kristallnacht pogrom (the night of broken
glass), a poll commissioned by the respected Ebert
Foundation estimates that 150 million Europeans
still harbor anti-Jewish sentiment”.
In his
remarks, Pope Francis reaffirmed his condemnation “of all forms of anti-Semitism” adding, the
“problem of intolerance must be confronted in all
its forms…{including} the marginalization and the
very real persecutions which not a few Christians
are undergoing in various countries”.
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We Extend Best Wishes to Our Jewish Friends in
OTTAWA
On the Occasion of
CHANUKAH
May the coming year bring you peace and prosperity.
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line for their cars. We
brought it with us so we
could move.”
He said word that
the Israelis had arrived in
Cebu spread quickly, with
lines of would-be patients
seeking treatment already
forming by 5 a.m. Merin
said officials have not yet
determined how long the
Israeli contingent will stay,
but in past situations, it
remained for two weeks. He
estimates it will be about
the same this time.
Closely following the
news from the Philippines
are the 30,000 Filipinos
who are working as caregivers in Israel and who
maintain a close-knit community organized around
the Catholic Church.
At the Rosary Sisters
Church in Jerusalem, several Filipinos have organized a drive to collect
money, clothing, and school
supplies to send to the
Philippines.
Esti Tuazan, 34,
who has been working as a
caregiver for an elderly man
in Jerusalem for the past 8
years is spearheading the
collection efforts. A group
also tries to raise money for
the victims by busking in
downtown Jerusalem.

“I’m from the north
of the country and the area
that was hit was the south,”
Tuazan told The Media Line
outside the church. “But we
have a lot of friends who
have not heard from their
relatives since the disaster.
The phone lines are down
and we can’t get through by
Skype either. People are
really worried.”
One of Israel’s cellu-
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We Join in Extending Best Wishes to Our Friends
in the Jewish Community of Ottawa
On the Occasion of
CHANUKAH
May your Festival of Lights celebration
be a joyous occasion.
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lar providers offered free
calls to the Philippines for
three days after the disaster, but most people were
unable to get through.
While Tuazan was
speaking to The Media Line
outside the church, a
Jerusalem resident drove
up to deliver a large plastic
bag filled with clothes. The
donor, Nadia Levene, said
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she posted information
about
the
drive
on
Facebook.
“I saw the news on
TV and my heart was just
bleeding,” Levene told those
assembled on the sidewalk.
“I felt like I had to do something. This clothing is just
the beginning. Just tell me
what you need and what we
can do to help.”
Gratefully accepting
the clothes, Tuazan tells
Levene that the storm victims need summer clothes
more than winter clothes as
it is currently hot and
humid in the Philippines.

Gondola and Peak Chair are
open for sightseeing. There
is no better experience than
the Peak 2 Peak Gondola.
You first take the Whistler
Express Gondola from the
Village, which takes 25 minutes. You'll arrive at the
Roundhouse, a lodge where

you can have lunch or a
snack, and take in the spectacular view of the mountains on the opposite side of
the valley. From here, hop
on the Peak 2 Peak Gondola
for a thrilling 11-minute
ride over to Blackcomb
!" !
#
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We Join in Extending
Best Wishes to Our
Friends in the Jewish
Community of Ottawa
On the Occasion of
CHANUKAH
May your Festival of
Lights celebration be
a joyous occasion.
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The ski season in Whistler
typically begins around the
third weekend in November,
coinciding with American
Thanksgiving. From there,
both mountains are open
daily for winter operations
until late April. Blackcomb
Mountain stays open for
spring skiing and snowboarding until mid-May.
Summer glacier skiing and
riding
on
Blackcomb
Mountain starts the third
week of June.
In summer Whistler
Mountain Bike Park opens
as a haven for riders of all
levels and the Village
Gondola, Peak 2 Peak

We Extend Best Wishes to the Jewish Community of Ottawa
on the Occasion of
CHANUKAH
May your Festival of Lights celebration be a
joyous one for family and friends.
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Mountain.
Prior to this trip
members of my family and I
had never gone zip lining.
However, upon discovering
Ziptrek Ecotours(www.
zitrek.com) we felt secure
enough to give it a try. On
the Ziptrek Bear Tour, one

gets to experience stunning
aerial
vistas
over
Fitzsimmons Creek. This
tour is perfect for families,
groups and those who have
never ziplined before. There
are five incredible ziplines,
joined by a network of suspension bridges, board

We Take Pleasure in Wishing the
Jewish Communities of
Hamilton-Wentworth and Burlington
and our Jewish Friends
a joyous Chanukah celebration
and a happy and healthy New Year.

walks and trails.
We had a great experience at The Fairmont
Chateau Whistler Resort
Hotel(www.fairmont.com/
whistler), which does indeed
define mountain luxury.
With mountainside ski out
the door convenience and
an on-site Whistler golf
course, the classic elegance
of this award-winning hotel
offers a modern alpine setting featuring exceptional
dining, full resort amenities,
a Vida Spa and Fairmont
Gold - Fairmont's exclusive
lifestyle hotel experience.
There are an incredible 550
rooms here (15 of which are
fully handicapped accessible), an in-house reserva-

tion centre for all Whistler
activities and a rental station for bikes and ski gear. A
small and pretty shopping
plaza is part of the facility
as well, featuring an art
gallery and some boutiques.
We just loved the two outdoor pools, one for lap
swimming and the other
which connects to an indoor
one.
There
are
three
whirlpools,
sauna
and
steam rooms and two outdoor plexipave surface tennis courts. For dinner, the
Wildflower and the Grill
Room are particularly popular. At the former, their culinary team invites diners to
enjoy a tantalizing show
case of locally inspired dish-

SODASTREAM, THE POPULAR ISRAELI CARBONated drinks company, has announced that it will
kick off its 2014 advertising campaign with a $4
million Super Bowl ad for the second year in a
row. “The Super Bowl is a proven venue for
SodaStream to deliver our beverage revolution
message to over 100 million viewers, empowering
consumers to enjoy a smarter, ‘better-for-you alternative’ to packaged soda,” SodaStream CEO
Daniel Birnbaum said in a statement. Pictured
above is the Soda-Club plant in Mishor Edumim.
SodaStream was bought by SodaClub in 1998.
Supporters of the boycott movement have targeted
SodaStream and Soda-Club because of their production facilities in the West Bank. But what the
BDS advocates fail to mention is that the company
employs hundreds of Palestinians who would likely lose their jobs, and the high wages they earn, if
the boycott movement spread.
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es and innovative classics
in a warm and relaxed setting.
The
latter
is
Whistler's newest destination for exceptional chops,
steak and seafood. We
heard some very good
things
about
the
Brewhouse
Restaurant
(http://www.markjamesgroup.com/brewhouse.hm)
and our party of five was
not disappointed. This is
one of the busiest spots in
the Whistler Village all year
round. The pub has a cozy
two-sided fireplace and
lots of TVs, making it the
perfect place to watch the
game when you're tired
from playing all day. The
r estaurant is war m and
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family friendly with a great
kids' menu and a huge
patio for Whistler's long,
hot summers. The cuisine
is an inspired and appetizing mix of barbeque and
rotisserie classics, with
exceptional
pizza
and
pasta
options.
These
flavours are complemented
by their range of handcrafted ales and lagers,
brewed onsite. And what’s
really nice is that despite
the hustle and bustle the
service is impeccable.
Mike Cohen’s email
address is info@mikecohen.ca. Follow his travels at
www.sandboxworld.com/tr
avel and on Twitter @mikecohencsl.
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HAMILTON COMMUNITY
X-RAY & DIAGNOSTIC CLINIC
GENERAL RADIOLOGY & ULTRASOUND
CAR Accredited Mammography
Bone Density
414 Victoria North 905 546-5644
Hamilton, Ontario
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In 1990 evidence
surfaced that Heinrich
Mueller, head of Nazi
Germany’s secret police,
was buried in a Jewish
cemetery
on
Grosse
Hamburgerstrasse
in
Berlin’s Mitte section. His
name appeared on a list in
the Jewish community
archive of bodies and body
parts buried in the cemetery.
!" !
#
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We Extend Greetings for Chanukah to
Our Jewish Friends in
HAMILTON AND BURLINGTON
May your celebration be a joyous occasion
and the year ahead a healthy
and happy one.
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Still, many remained
skeptical. There were consistent
rumours
that
Mueller had fled north after
the war. Adolf Eichman told
interrogators after his capture
that
Mueller,
Eichman’s
commanding
officer, was still alive. Allied
intelligence reports came to
the same conclusion.
But
Johannes
Tuchel, a Berlin political
scientist, has confir med
beyond any doubt that
Mueller was buried with
some 2400 other unidentified corpses in the Jewish
cemetery.
Tuchel has
found written evidence in a
report about the discovery
and
identification
of
Mueller’s body in a provisional grave in August of
1945. Andreas Nachama,
head of the Topography of
Terror archive and memori-

al located at the site of the
former Gestapo headquarters in Berlin, says that
Mueller’s photo ID was still
in his uniform pocket.
Nachama, a rabbi and
the former head of the Berlin
Jewish community, suggested moving the body out of the
Jewish cemetery but the idea
was rejected on halachic
grounds. If Mueller’s grave
were moved there was every
likelihood that historic Jewish
graves would be damaged.
There appears to be
no
solution to this obvious
“tasteless monstrosity.”
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In 1968 legendary
Beatle Paul McCartney had
an affair with Francie
Schwartz, an aspiring

FOREIGN AFFAIRS MINISTER JOHN BAIRD MET
recently with Yuval Steinitz, Israel's Minister of
Strategic and Intelligence Affairs responsible for
International Relations, to discuss the ongoing
Middle East peace process, reinforce Canada's
excellent relations with Israel and discuss the
situations in Syria and Iran. Canada’s strong
and multi-faceted relationship with Israel is
based on shared values, common interests and
strong political and social ties between the two
countries. This relationship has been enhanced
in recent years through increased cooperation in
several areas, including public security, defence,
trade and investment, and innovation. The
Canadian and Israeli governments, private sectors and academia continue to work together to
develop this cooperation.
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American
screenwriter.
McCartney at the time was
engaged to June Asher but
his affair with Francie
ended that relationship.
From Schwartz and
Asher McCartney moved on
to Linda Eastman whom he
married in 1969. The couple remained together until
Eastman’s death in 1998.
Eastman’s father Lee was
an entertainment lawyer
who represented McCartney
after Brian
Epstein, the
Beetles long time manger
but of no relation, passed
away. Linda’s brother John
later took over from Lee and
remained McCartney’s
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manager for many years.
But McCartney was
not finished with Jewish
women. His latest wife is
Nancy Shevell whom he
married the day after Yom
Kippur in 2011. During the
recent High Holidays the
couple attended services at
the Liberal Jewish synagogue in St John’s Wood,
near their home and close
to Abbey Road Studios
where the Beatles recorded
many of their songs.
Rumours
persist
that
McCartney is considering
converting to Judaism but
he has not done so yet.
Paul
McCartney,
however, is not the only
Beatle to enjoy long term
relationships with Jewish
women. Ringo Starr recently celebrated 32 years of
marriage with one time
Bond girl and Playboy
model Barbara Bach, born
Barbara Goldbach, from
Queen’s New York.
Paul
McCartney
continues
to
entertain
audiences around the world
and, unlike some of his fellow singers has refused to
join in a boycott of Israel.
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Joseph
Paul
Franklin, 63, was executed
in Missouri for killing Gerald
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Cohen as he left Brith
Sholom Kneseth Israel synagogue in St. Louis in 1977,
Cohen had been attending a
bar mitzvah at the synagogue. Franklin was also
convicted of seven other
murders throughout the
United States and claimed
responsibility for 20 other
deaths. Franklin firebombed
a synagogue in Chattanooga,
Tenn in July 1977.
The execution was
originally stayed by two district court judges over concerns about the drug pentobarbital used for the execution. But the U.S. Supreme
Court upheld the death sentence and the use of the
drug.
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X-Factor
judge
Simon Cowell has a Jewish
father though he was raised
Roman Catholic. But his
relationship with the mother of his soon to be born
baby, and perhaps future
wife, Lauren Silverman, has
caused Cowell to look more
deeply into his Jewish
roots. Rumours persist that
he is even considering

conversion.
Cowell has planned
a trip to Israel to help him
make a more “informed
decision” before he commits
totally to Judaism.
He
recently made a $150,000
donation to the Friends of
the Israel Defense Forces at
a fundraiser in Beverly
Hills. Apparently, he also
wants to learn some traditional Israeli dances before
his possible wedding to
Silverman.
Meanwhile Silverman
is in the process of divorcing
her husband Andrew. As
part of the divorce settlement Cowell is not allowed
to be referred to as ”father”,
and cannot speak badly of
Andrew. Cowell must also
stay away from Silverman’s
son for three years or she
will be fined $50,000.
Simon Cowell and
Andrew were once close
friends. Not so much anymore.
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Houda Nonoo, who
has served as Bahrain’s
U.S. ambassador since
2008, is going back to her
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native country. Nonoo, a
former lawmaker, will join
the Foreign Ministry when
she returns home.
Nonoo’s appointment
signalled Bahrain’s willingness to cultivate ties with the
West. She appeared regularly at Jewish functions in the
Washington area.
Bahrain’s
Jewish
community today numbers
between 36 and 50 people.
The modern community
dates back from the beginning of the 20th century
when families immigrated
from Baghdad in Iraq. At its
height there were over 600
Jews in Bahrain.
Bahrain is the only
Persian Gulf state with a
synagogue and while the
Government has not enacted any laws specifically protecting Jews, it has not
interfered with the right to
religious freedom.
King
Hamad ibn Al Khalifa has
helped ensure that Jews
can live productive lives in

Bahrain.
The Palestinian
issue has created some
anti-Semitism in Bahrain
but it has not yet become a
serious problem for the
Jewish community.
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The following letter
was submitted by Nitsana
Darshan Leitner, founder of
the Israel Law Center,
Shurat HaDin, to Congress.
- The Editor
As lawyers representing the bereaved families and victims of terrorist
attacks funded, supported
and perpetrated by the
Iranian regime, we are both
surprised and dismayed at
Under Secretary Wendy
Sherman’s
failure
to
respond to our letter last
month calling for the
remembrance and due
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THE PARKING LOT OF THE RAMI LEVY SUPERmarket at Sha’ar Benjamin has Israeli and
Palestinian cars parked side by side. Both Israelis
and Palestinians living in the West Bank roam the
store’s aisles in search of better prices. The PA discourages its citizens from buying goods from an
Israeli-owned company but that does not deter
them from both shopping - and working - at the
three Rami Levy markets. Recent attacks on Israeli
settlers in the West Bank have led some to argue
that Palestinians travelling freely in the West Bank
should be subject to more intense scrutiny.
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reparation of the victims of
terror in her diplomatic
effort with the Iranian
regime in the most current
round of negotiations. As
the negotiations with Iran
led by Under Secretary
Sherman continue, we call
on Congress to ensure that
the U.S. government is
working to keep the interests of the terror victims’
families on the table.
As a result of lawsuits taken by American
victims of terror in U.S.
courts, the Iranian regime
currently owes billions of
dollars from decades of terrorist activity resulting in
dozens of victims and severed families. This debt has
yet to be recognized or paid
by the Iranian government
with no sign of an intention
to do so.
Our letter called for
justice. We wrote that “Iran
must not be allowed under
any circumstances to avoid
making payment of reparations and due compensations to the families of those
whose lives they have
destroyed through terrorism…and through the terror
organizations it supports:
Hamas, Islamic Jihad and
Hezbollah”.
Our letter called for
the abandonment of crimi-

nal activity and reminded
Under Secretary Sherman,
that “if Iran truly desires to
be reinstated as a member
of the international community, it must certainly abandon its criminal behaviors…”
Moreover, we called
on Sherman to learn from
the lessons of U.S. foreign
policy towards Libya, rather
than North Korea. President
George W. Bush moved
toward an improvement in
relations with the Libyan
government with the repealing of any sanctions conditional upon the payment of
reparations to the victims of
Libyan terror. This move
resulted in the payment of
$1.5 billion dollars to the
families
of
victims.
Conversely, we warned
what might happen if reparations are ignored as was
the case with North Korea.
When North Korea was
removed from the list of
State Sponsors of Terrorism
in 2008, the victims of
North Korean terrorism
were simply thrown beneath
the bus and a “deal” was
struck, without compensation being paid to these
American families.
We fear this lack of
response not only portends
a potential Iranian exemp-
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tion from paying reparations and giving due compensation to families affected by terror in return for
normalization of relations,
but that it also signals a
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softening of Sherman’s
position on the proliferation
of terrorist activity and most
significantly, creates difficult implications for the
United State’s reputation as
a pillar of justice in the war
on terror.
As
lawyers
for
American, Canadian and
Israeli victims of Iranian terror, we call on Congress to
take action and place a
check on Under Secretary
Sherman in this current
round of negotiations. We
urge you to safeguard and
uphold the intent of the
more than two decades of
hard fought anti-terror legislation. We call on all members of Congress to ensure
that victims of terror are not
forgotten and to help make
the Iranian regime provide
the proper reparations and
due compensation for the
innocent lives taken at the
hands of terrorist activities
and not to gain a free pass
in the name of diplomatic
maneuverings.
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J. CRAIG HUNT, B.SC., D. CH.
Comprehensive Footcare
Children, Adults
RX Orthotics, Pedorthics
Sports Injury, Surgery
By Appointment Only

279 Wharncliffe Rd. North Suite 108
London, Ontario N6H 2C2
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Controversy continues to swirl around the
Washington Redskins football team as pressure
mounts on the team to
change its name. Now the
Oneida Nation is asking
Jewish
communities
throughout the United
States to join in the “boycott

movement.”
Ray Halbritter, CEO
of the New York based
Oneida
Nation,
urged
American Jewry to follow
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ED MILIBAND IS THE
leader of the British
Labour Party and, if current polls are correct,
could become Britain’s
next prime minister. In
what was regarded as
an upset, Ed defeated
his brother David for
the leadership of the
party following the resignation of Gordon
Brown. The Milibands
were born to parents of
Polish descent who fled
Hitler.
His father’s
Marxist leanings may
have led the two boys to
join Labour at a young
age.
David turned
down his brother’s offer
of a shadow cabinet
post and has left political life. Ed Miliband
argues that the Labour
party today is under a
new command, one that
“understands the roots
of change.”
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the advice of Washington
area rabbis Aaron Frank
and Shmuel Herzfeld who
urged their fellow rabbis to
stop using the team name
or logo in public forums and
to encourage members of
their congregations not to
buy Washington Redskins
products. “The name represents a derogatory term and
recalls a brutal history of
genocide and torture”, the
rabbis wrote. “The Bible’s
Book of Proverbs states:
‘Death and life are in the
hand of the tongue.’”
Halbritter believes
that with the help of rabbis
and lay leadership their
cause
will
“resonate
through the Jewish community.”.
The Oneida CEO
also indicated that the
group would be launching
community outreach in
cities where the Redskins
play away games and that
he would be calling on the
Jewish communities in
these cities to help him in
the cause.
Halbritter was especially encouraged by the
attitude
of
the
AntiDefamation League which
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urged teams such as
Washington to “seriously
consider” changing their
names.
“The fact that
they’ve
joined
this
national change campaign validates the rightness
of
our
cause”,
Halbritter said.
“They
feel motivated to stand
with us because of the
Jewish tradition of pursuing justice.”
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Allen Willoughby, an
athletic trainer in the U.S.
Air Force Academy, believes
that it is his right, even
while at work, to “talk
about Jesus Christ my
Lord and savior t o e v e r y o n e t h a t I w o r k with”.
The Air Force Academy,
!" !
#

We Wish the Our Jewish Friends in
KITCHENER-WATERLOO
a joyous Chanukah celebration and a
happy and healthy 2014
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in response to protests from
Jewish and other organizations, responded that it
does
not
approve
of
Willoughby’s pledge to “talk
about Jesus Christ” while at
work and maintains that it
“absolutely does not tolerate
proselytizing among our
ranks”. But it apparently
sees no need to take disciplinary
action
against
someone who insists that
“God will always be a part of
the U.S.military”
Mikey
Weinstein,
who founded the Military
Freedom Foundation or
MRFF, doesn’t buy the Air
Force Academy’s argument
that because Willoughby
might have been speaking
in his personal capacity and
not as a representative of
the Academy that no action
is required. “We want an
apology to me, my family
and the foundation,” said
Weinstein. “And we want
him disciplined.”
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A former hotel security guard from Jackson,
Tennessee has been found
guilty of a federal civil rights
charge for defacing a Torah
scroll and prayer books
belonging to the Margolin
Hebrew Academy’s Cooper
Yeshiva High School in
Memphis.
Justin Baker was
arrested in January after
students and faculty discovered the scroll and prayer
books damaged and covered
with graffiti as they entered
the Double Tree Hotel for
Shabbat services. The graffiti included “Gentiles win,
Jews lose” and “Submit to
Satan”.
Baker will be sentenced on Dec. 30. He faces
two to four years for civil
rights intimidation and two
to four years for vandalism
over $10,000.

PRIME MINISTER OF ISRAEL BENJAMIN
Netanyahu addresses 3,000 Masa Israel
Journey participants at a 10-year celebration in
Jerusalem. During his speech, the Prime Minister
invited his son, Avner, onto the stage along with
his fellow participants in Garin Atid, a Masa
Israel Journey program that is a partnership
between the Tzofim (Israel Scouts) and Young
Judaea, in which young Israelis and Jews from
abroad spend the year living together. A record
11,000 Jewish young people from 62 countries
will participate in the Masa Israel Journey this
year.
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